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GLOBAL GIVE BACK CIRCLE
This is what success looks like when once at-risk girls transition FULL CIRCLE and pay-it-forward through GIVING BACK.

Lavender Otom, Medical Doctor, County Government of Kisumu & Aga Khan Hospital
“KPMG was first introduced to the Global Give Back Circle in 2009 when I met two young ‘butterflies’. I was so impressed with their individual poise, and such a polished and professional presentation, that I decided the firm must become involved. Today, over a hundred people at KPMG in Kenya, the USA, Australia, South Africa and the United Kingdom, are involved in mentoring and providing friendship and Support. Over the years, KPMG in Kenya always has a number of young women from this program as interns and I can personally tell you that they are all exceptionally professional and high performing. Today, we feel fortunate to have four of those outstanding young women working in full-time positions at KPMG. KPMG is proud to be associated with the Global Give Back Circle and the fantastic impact it has on all involved”.

David Leahy – Partner, KPMG East Africa

Deloitte invests in the Global Give Back Circle by sponsoring, mentoring and providing these girls internships. By doing this Deloitte contributes to the development of the kind of benevolent human capital needed for growth in Kenya.”

Bernadette Wahogo Irungu – Partner, Deloitte East Africa

“Microsoft values its investment in the Global Give Back Circle because of the way it ensures all of the girls are getting the ICT Skills they need to enter the workforce and participate in Kenya’s economy with dignity and pride.”

Wanjira Kamwere – Youth and Government Programs Microsoft

“The Global Give Back Circle is unique in the way it carefully transitions at-risk girls into the job market through education that goes beyond what they learn in the classroom. Its emphasis on giving back and workforce readiness provides ZEP-RE with the kind of employees we value. We see our investment in this program as a business investment as much as a social investment.”

Hope Murera – CEO, ZEP-RE (PTA Reinsurance Company)

Valentine Mogusu, Senior Audit Associate, Deloitte East Africa
The Global Give Back Circle fights gender inequality through the mentorship, education, leadership development and economic empowerment of at-risk girls. The circle becomes a movement as young women transition from beneficiary to benefactor, giving back to their communities and mentoring the next generation of girls.
EMPLOYED BY COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

BUSINESS COMMERCE

BEATRICE MWANGI Assistant Valuer, Mureithi Valuers
(Studied Real Estate)
CAMMELLA CASSIM Intern, Oracle Edge Consulting
(Studied H.R. Management)
CHRISTINE OLANG’O Imports and Stock Coordinator,
Alumil Kenya Limited
(Studied Purchasing and Supplies Management)
CONSOLATA NZIOKI Compliance Coordinator, Eldotech Consultancy Services Ltd.
(Studied BSc. Informatics)
DAMARIS NJERI Human Resource Officer, Fast Choice Ltd.
(Studied H.R Management)
ELIZABETH WANG’ANG’A Financial Advisor, Credential Insurance Company
(Studied Applied Statistics with Computing)
ELIZABETH MUINDI Intern, Makueni County Youth & Gender Department
(Studied Community Development)
MAUREEN NAMENGE Customer Service Agent, Carrefour
(Studied CPA)
MAUREEN MBURU Administration Assistant, Powergen Ltd
(Studied Business Management)
MAUREEN BARASA Social Media Support Agent, Gaming International
(Studied H.R. Management)

“My life has been filled with phases of realized dreams thanks to the Global Give Back Circle. Mentorship brought profound self-discovery and fueled my thirst for success. I have been empowered as a young woman, trained on employable skills and currently building my career at Unilever in Customer Marketing of the second largest brand in the country.”

Irene Odiero,
Customer Marketing Manager,
Unilever Kenya

MERCYLYN MAKAU Quality Department Intern, Brookside Dairy Ltd.
(Studied Food Science and Technology)
MONICAH WANGUI Regional Coordinator, Green Lion
(Studied Social Work)
MORRENT MONG’ARE Graduate Assistant, Greatness United
(Studied Agriculture)
SHARON OWALA Intern, 1Room Kenya
(Studied Drama & Theatre)
SHEILA KOSKEI Office Attendant, Hanamal Construction Co.
(Studied Technology and Applied Statistics)
EUNICE MBALUTO Customer Care Agent, Gaming International
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)
ELIZABETH WANJIOH Manager, Every1Mobile Ltd
(Studied Project Planning and Management)
ELIZABETH TALI Data Intern, One Acre Fund
(Studied Communication and Public Relations)
ESTHER MULINGE Intern, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & International Trade
(Studied Social Work)
MARY MWENDE Junior Brand Manager, Johnson & Johnson,
Sub-Saharan Africa.
(Studied Finance & Economics)
ROSE KAGOTH Sales Executive, Trade Fair Real Estate Company (Dubai)
(Studied Business Commerce)

“The Global Give Back Circle’s focus on leadership, integrity and giving back helped me realize what is truly important in life and how I want to live mine.”

Mary Alex Mwende,
Junior Brand Manager, Johnson & Johnson,
Sub-Saharan Africa
ROSE KIHORO Computer Clerk, Tuskys
(Studied Business Information Technology)

SCHOLASTICA MWANGI Telesales Agent, Medisel Kenya
(Studied Nutrition & Dietetics)

SUSAN IMPUI Media Planner, Havas Media
(Studied Business Commerce)

EUNICE WAGURA Office Administrator, Ongair Ltd.
(Studied Public Relations)

FAITH MUTHEMBA Telecare Agent, Safaricom Ltd.
(Studied Business Commerce)

FATUMA ABDILLE Human Resource Officer, Ministry of Sports and Heritage
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)

FLAVIAN NZAMBI Credit Controller, Autosterile Ltd.
(Studied International Relations)

IRENE SORUA Dispatch Clerk, Transmara Sugar Company
(Studied Social Work and Community Dev)

IRENE MUMBI Customer Advisor, Kenya Revenue Authority
(Studied Economics and Sociology)

JACQUELINE SELIM Procurement Specialist, Nestle
(Studied Business Commerce)

JOSEPHINE WACHIRA Intern, Viwango Ltd
(Studied Sociology)

JOYCE MUTONGA Receptionist, Mawega Company
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)

LEAH MWANGI Relationship Manager, Simon Stage College
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

LORRIN NGII Office Administrator, The Raphaelites Rehabilitation Centre
(Studied Hotel and Restaurant Management)

TINA MITINY Personal Assistant, Loice Events
(Studied Mass Communication)

RHODA ARUN Secretary, Baileys Plant Hire Ltd.
(Studied H.R. Management)

LYDIA BARTILOL Supply and Operations Planner, Bidcoro Africa Ltd
(Studied Business Commerce)

LYDIA MWANGI Stores Clerk, Brookside Dairy Ltd.
(Studied Business Management)

SHARON MUSAKALI Intern, CDI Africa
(Studied Economics & Finance)

NASRA ALASO Regional Manager, Minet Insurance
(Studied Nursing)

ACCOUNTING & CONSULTING

MILDRED WEOLOA Audit Assoc, KPMG Kenya
(Studied H.R. management)

ROSEMARY KINUTHIA Audit Assoc, KPMG Kenya
(Studied Business Commerce)

CAROLINE NKATHA Audit Assoc, KPMG Kenya
(Studied Business Commerce)

ESTHER NYAGUTHII Audit Assoc, KPMG East Africa
(Studied Business Management)

FLORENCE MAKAU Advisory Assoc, KPMG East Africa
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

JOYCE WANJIRU Senior Auditor, KPMG East Africa
(Studied Business Commerce)

AGNES KAVILA: Business Analyst, Deloitte East Africa
(Studied Business Management)

VALENTINE MOGUSU Senior Audit Assoc, Deloitte East Africa
(Studied Hotels & Hospitality Management)

JACKLINE NGIGI Audit Senior Assoc, Deloitte East Africa
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

CATHERINE MAGIO Accounts Assistant, Kenya Community Development Foundation
(Studied Business Commerce)

“I remember the workshops held by the Global Give Back Circle. The skills I acquired in those sessions got me my job! I was ready for the job interview and I was confident enough to speak my mind. I continue to work hard to reach my dreams.”

Beryl Sewe, Mechanical Engineer, Ministry of Transport

“...”

Sarah Wang’ombe, Project Officer, Humanity and Inclusion

“I remember the workshops held by the Global Give Back Circle. The skills I acquired in these sessions got me my job! I was ready for the job interview and I was confident enough to speak my mind. I continue to work hard to reach my dreams.”

Beryl Sewe, Mechanical Engineer, Ministry of Transport
VIRGINIA MWANGI Accountant, Kenya Community Development Foundation (Studied Business Commerce)

WINNIE KONI Accountant, Serenity Spa Kenya (Studied Business Commerce).

MARY MACHARIA Management Accountant, Auto Springs East Africa (PLC) (Studied Business Management)

MARY KAIGURA Account Manager, Izone Africa (Studied Information Technology)

TRUFOSA NJENGA Accounts Assistant, Eco Sight Dev. Consultancy Ltd. (Studied Banking and Financial Services)

AYAN ABDI Debtors Department Intern, Aga Khan Hospital (Studied Business Commerce)

BEATRICE KIHARA Accountant, Jambo Travellers (Studied Business Administration)

BERYL OLUCO Accountant, Kongoni Camp (Studied Business Science)

MERCYLINE MASIBO Project Manager, Asribon Ltd. (Studied Supply Chain Management)

MICHELLE OWOR Internal Auditor, UAP-Old Mutual (Studied Economics)

SHARON KOECH Accounts Intern, NDI (Studied Business Commerce)

KEDIKWANG SELINA Accountant, Kapenguria Hospital (Studied Accounting)

HELLEN NGAUKANO Accountant, Ona Kenya Ltd (Studied Business Commerce)

IMELDA OPWORA Clerical Officer, Shamiri Sacco, (Studied Business Management)

JOAN LANG’AT Accountant, International Christian Centre (Studied Business Commerce)

STELLAH LORENG Accountant, West Pokot County Govt. (Studied Accounting)

MERCY NDUBI Accounts Assistant, Charlie’s Travels (Studied Economics, CPA 1-3)

VICTORIA NGAUKANO Accounts Clerk, Oppo Kenya (Studied Business Commerce)

MEDICINE

LAVENDER OTOM Medical Doctor, County Govt. of Kisumu & Aga khan Hospital (Studied Medicine & Surgery)

LILIAN KATHIRI Medical Doctor, Ministry of Health (Studied Medicine and Surgery (MBChB))

JACINTA MWENDE Dental Surgery Intern, Kenyatta National Hospital (Studied Dental Surgery)

MANDEQ MOHAMED Medical Intern, Thika Level 5 Hospital (Studied Medicine & Surgery)

SUZANNE MURIMI Pharmacist, Thika Benmed (Studied Pharmacy)

DAINA KENDI Pharmacy Intern, South Pharm Pharmaceuticals (Studied Pharmacy)

ELIZABETH WAIHERA Pharmacist, Ministry of Health (Studied Pharmacy)

HEALTH

ESTHER LONGURA Nutritionist, Kabbich Dispensary (Studied Nutrition & Dietetics)

MERCYLINE ADHIAMBO Laboratory Technologist, Scanlab (Studied Medical Laboratory Sciences)

ALICE WAIRIMU Pharmacy & Health Sciences Intern, USIU. (Studied Biochemistry)

LORINE OGUTU Facilitator, American Int. Health Alliance (Studied Bachelor of Arts)

ANN NJOKI Billing Officer, Nairobi West Hospital, (Studied Nursing)

VELMA MALIT Health Supervisor, Living Goods (Studied Environmental Health Sciences),

ESTHER CHEBOSS Clinical Officer, Kapenguria Hospital (Studied Clinical Medicine)

“Being a nurse is more than a job, it’s a way of life, and every nurse is drawn to nursing because of the desire to care, to serve and to help. It has been the most rewarding and satisfying thing I have ever done.”

Judy Maina, Nurse, Nairobi Hospital

“The Global Give Back Circle through mentorship and workshops has trained me to believe in myself. Working as a Clinical officer is a dream come true. I dare to dream. I believe I can empower girls in my community on reproductive health and the dangers of Female Genital Mutilation.”

Esther Chebossi Clinical Officer, Kapenguria Hospital
“Written goals are true guiding principles. Today, I work for East African Breweries, the company I visualized working for in our ‘Letter from the top of the Mountain’ Goal-Setting Workshop, 11 years ago! Engineering has been an exciting journey for me. In my role as a People Manager, I find joy in seeing my team deliver for the business as they also grow in their careers and personal life.”

Teresa Wangeci
Engineer, East African Breweries

NOELLAH MAKONA Nurse, Kachola Dispensary
(Studied Nursing)

HELLEN KIOKO Nurse, St. Mary’s Mission Hospital
(Studied Nursing)

IRENE KAMUNDI Nurse, Meru Teaching & Referral
(Studied Nursing)

JOSEPHINE CHEGE Credential & Compliance Specialist,
Abbella Medical Staffing
(Studied Business Administration)

WENDY ONZERE Research Volunteer, Faraja Cancer Centre
(Studied Information Technology)

JOSPHINE KIMOTHO Nurse, SNCPC
(Studied Nursing)

PHYLLIS NYAMBURA Nurse, Nairobi Hospital
(Studied Nursing)

SALOME MUJA Nurse, Sunrays Clinic Makueni
(Studied Nursing)

SAVINA MUCEE Nursing Intern, Agenga Post Graduate Community Academy.
(Studied Nutrition and Dietetics)

LILIAN MARITIM Intern, Machakos Level 5 Hospital
(Studied Nursing)

ENGINEERING

ALICE WARUGURU Engineer, Diageo
(Studied of Chemical and Process Engineering)

BERYL SEWE Mechanical Engineer, Ministry of Transport
(Studied Mechanical Engineering)

GRACE MUNG’ELI Mechanical Engineer, Intern Kenya Airports Authority, JKIA
(Studied Mechanical Engineering)

LILIAN MACHIRA Intern, Kenya Rural Roads Authority
(Studied Civil & Structural Engineering)

TERESIA WANGECHI Engineer, Kenya Breweries Ltd.
(Studied Chemical Engineering)

SUSAN NABWIRE Officer, Vamed Engineering
(Studied Horticultural Science and Management)

“My career has given me a chance to see the world as bigger and more diverse than I thought it was. I interact with different people every day, and from this, I have realized that learning, never comes to an end!”

Caroline Marwa
Customer Service Agent, Kenya Airways Ltd
“Chemical Engineering allows me to pair my love for science with my passion for problem-solving. There could not possibly be a better career for me.”

Alice Waruguru, Engineer, Diageo

Sylvia Mwangi Industry Engineer, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
(Studied Applied Science)

TRAVEL & HOSPITALITY

Caroline Marwa Customer Service Agent, Kenya Airways
(Studied Community Dev. & Social work)

Gladys Wamaitha Kaira Sales and Ticketing Agent, Kenya Airways
(Studied Tours & Travel)

Elizabeth Njeri Waitress, Airview Hotel
(Studied Hotel Management)

Sylvia Mtembei Reservations Consultant, New African Territories
(Studied Tourism Management)

Salma Wanjiru Waitress, Local Restaurant
(Studied journalism and Mass communication)

Mary Maina Cabin Crew, Fly 540
(Studied Business Management)

Rosemary Mwangi Reservations Assistant, Lewa Wilderness
(Studied Tourism Management)

AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION & SUSTAINABILITY

Belinda Kiraya Officer, Sustainable Management Service
(Studied Horticulture Sustainability)

Amina Guyo Assistant Conservator, Kenya Forest Service
(Studied Forest Resource Management)

Kezia Manthi Quality Safety/Health Environment Coordinator, Kaiyles Consortium
(Studied Environmental Studies)

“Health is an important aspect of the society. I am proud to be at the forefront of addressing important issues such as drug safety and healthcare.”

Suzzane Murimi, Pharmacist, Thika BenMed

Community Development

Amal Yuusuf Project Officer, Wajir South Dev. Association
(Studied International Studies)

Amina Abdulrahman Project Officer, Kenya Muslim Youth Organization Development
(Studied Business Commerce)

Annex Rasoha Intern, KARLO
(Studied Bachelor of Science)

Norah Ntoitha Communications Assistant, Old Starehian Society
(Studied Communications and Public Relations)

Bornavita Kerubo Intern, National Cohesion and Integration Commissions
(Studied Economics & Finance)

Dorcas Teleee Youth Officer, Ministry of Labour
(Studied Social Development)

Edna Tukiko Youth Officer UNICEF, Eastern and Southern Africa Region
(Studied Community Resource Management)

Emelda Radier Directorate of Gender, Youth and Social Development Kisumu
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)

Esther Muraguri Youth Employment & Advancement Manager, Captivate Consulting
(Studied Bachelor of Science)

Esther Ngigi Trainer, Frontlearn Institute
(Studied Business Administration)

Esther Kimanzi Intern, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Purchasing and supplies management)

Faith Ngila Resource Mobilization & Partnerships Assistant, Kenya Community Development Foundation
(Studied Bachelor of Science)

Khadija Said Admin. Assistant, American University, Dubai
(Studied Business Administration)

Florence Kasuku Funding Officer, Starehe Girls
(Studied Tourism Management)

Hannah Nungari Chief Clerical Officer, County Govt. of Kiambu
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)

Happiness Iteba Intern, Kenya Community Development Foundation
(Studied Applied Statistics)
“At the Global Give Back Circle, we are instilled a culture, of giving back. My Give Back Projects over the years awakened a passion I did not know I had. This has inspired me to change my career from teaching to Resource Mobilization.”

Pauline Kachinja, Resource Mobilization Officer, FOCUS Kenya

PAULINE SINYOK Accountant, Child Development Centre, Baptist Church  
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

PETRONILA WANDUTU B.O.M. Maths and Science Teacher, Mutoli Girls Primary School  
(Studied P1 Education)

(Studied Education)

SHIELA MUHONJA B.O.M English Literature Teacher, St. Paul’s Yala Secondary School  
(Studied Anthropology)

SHISIA KASSIM Volunteer Kiswahili Teacher, Great Mercy Education Center  
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

ROSELYNE NYAGA Chemistry, Biology and Maths Teacher, Hadah Springs of Life High School,  
(Studied Education)

ROSEMARY KIMENGELE Kiswahili, C.R.E and Science Teacher, Uthiru Genesis School  
(Studied Education Arts)

CAROLINE ONYANGO Chemistry Teacher, Nyakongo Girls Secondary School  
(Studied Education)

SYLVIA HANIDIA Mathematics Teacher, Community School  
(Studied Business)

CAROLYNE MACHARIA Admissions Assistant, American University Dubai  
(Studied Information Technology)

MASLINE DACHE History & C.R.E Teacher, Karnindo Secondary School  
(Studied Education Arts)

RACHAEL SIKOE Home Science and Biology Teacher, Saseta Girls  
(Studied Education Arts)

EDITH NG’ETHE Teacher, St. Thomas High School.  
(Studied Education Arts)

ANNE NALELIA Teacher, Blomba primary School  
(Studied ECDE)

EDUCATION

ANGELINE MUNISYA TSC Teacher, St. Ursula Tungutu Girls High School  
(Studied Education, Arts)

ASHA JILLO TSC History and Christian Religious Education Teacher, Garsen High School  
(Studied Education)

ASHA ADEN Nutrition Lecturer, The North Eastern National Polytechnic  
(Studied Clinical & Community health)

“It is never about the beauty of a building; Creating a foundation that will stand the test of time is what construction is all about. And that is a challenge and obligation I remind myself while working every day.”

Lilian Moraa,Assistant Project Manager, Dundee Consult Ltd.
SYLVIA KAORI Teacher, High Peak Junior Academy (Studied Education Arts)
ESTHER SIMIYU Math and Business Teacher, St. Elias Secondary School (Studied Education Arts)
EUNICE LEPORE TSC Mathematics and Chemistry Teacher, Nalepotaigong Secondary School (Studied Education)
GRACE KIMANI TSC Kiswahili and French Teacher, Dagorreti Boys High School (Studied Economics and Statistics)
NANCY TONYOW Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
DORCAS TINGAA Teacher, Tritoi Primary School (Studied Education)
ZIPORAH KOMOLIMUK Teacher, Rotun Primary School (Studied Education)
EMILY ENDOW Teacher, Jerusalem Academy (Studied Education)
CONSOLATA KILEKWANG Teacher, Sea Shine School (Studied Education)
LUCY WAMBUA TSC Mathematics and Biology Teacher, Gathugururu Girls High School (Studied Education)
MARGARET WAITHERA Support Staff, Uhuru High (Studied Information Technology)
HILDA TOYWARENG Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
ANASTACIA TUKEI Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
SHEILA ADOMO Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
NELLY AKUDANYANG Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
CHELAIN MILKA Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
FILARIS CHEPKETET Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)

ELIZABETH LONYALO Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
JACKLINE KALUKUNA Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
JESSICA ROTICH Teacher, Chepkono Secondary School (Studied Education)
CELESTINE LOKORII Teacher, Kapkarembo Primary (Studied Education)
JOAN KORIE Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
JACKLINE LOSAPU Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
VIOLA LOTUKEI Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
JENIFFER LOTURIARENG Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
SOPHINA LOWANA Teacher, Local Primary school (Studied Education)
EVELYN RUMORENG Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
GLADYS ALUKUNYANG Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
NANCY CHEPTOO Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
IMMACULATE LOSIKAR Matron, St. Catherine Girls High School (Studied ECDE)
JENIFFER CHERUTO Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied ECDE)
SHEILA KEDIKOU Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied ECDE)
SOPHINA KOSOUR Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
SHEILA MOKENGURA Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied Education)
FAUSTINA MUKENGOLE Teacher, Local Primary School (Studied ECDE)

“Working for five plus-years as an internal Auditor at KPMG has taught me one important thing; You can’t take broken processes and poor internal controls and throw them onto a new financial system and expect results. My experience has greatly influenced my work ethic and personality.”
Joyce Wangari, Senior Internal Auditor, KPMG
CELESTINE NGIRO Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied ECDE)

CELESTINE PKETCH Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

EVELYNE POISHO Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

SALOME SHAKIPOL Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied ECDE)

ROFINA NAWIY Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

MACSIMLLAH YOTONGOLE Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied ECDE)

ABIGAEL LOTOME Teaching Practice, Wisdom Primary School
(Studied Education)

ELIZABETH ANYANGANO Teaching Practice, Kaptarin primary school
(Studied Education)

RUTH ALISORENG Teaching Practice, Ririmboi Primary School
(Studied Education)

WILKISTER MATEE Teaching Practice, St. Stephen Cheptoch primary school
(Studied Education)

WINNIE CHEPENGAT Teaching Practice, Mzalendo Primary School
(Studied Education)

AGNETA TITIKA Teaching Practice, Chemororch Primary Chepnyal
(Studied Education)

HELEN CHESISTA Teaching Practice, Cheptiangwa primary school
(Studied Education)

PURITY CHELIMO Teaching practice, Lokomole Primary Swamp Word North Pokot
(Studied ECDE)

PURITY DIDII Teaching Practice, Local School
(Studied Education)

ROSELYNE CHEYECH Teacher, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

BEATRICE MAIWWA Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

PAMELA AMEME Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

STELLA KORII Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

DOMINICA CHELATAN Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

REGINA KOSOUR Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

JACINTA LIMAN Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

JANET MESKINA Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

EMILY PERIMO Teaching Practice, Local Primary School
(Studied Education)

HERINE ODINGA English and C.R.E Teacher, Mary Emmanuel High School
(Studied Education)

JANE MBUGUA B.O.M Teacher, Moi Ndabi Secondary School, Naivasha
(Studied Education)

“The Global Give Back Circle has been a stepping stone for me - through education sponsorship, mentorship, empowerment to serve and networking. All these have contributed to mold me into the lady I am today. I’m forever grateful.”
Joan Kemboi,
Claims Administrator, Zep-Re

“My biggest dream for a long time was to become financially independent. Now that I have achieved my goal, I strive to do what is deemed impossible to be a model for my society.”
Irene Mairura,
Marketing Assistant, Nestle Kenya
“I believe in giving the best in all tasks presented. Even in the most desperate of all situations, there is always something one can do to change things for the better. Being hopeful and putting in meaningful action yields results.”

Lilian Kathiri, Medical Doctor, Ministry of Health.

JULIA MURIITHI TSC Kiswahili and Geography Teacher, Rurii Secondary School (Studied Education Counselling)
LILIAN BOYI TSC Mathematics and Physics Teacher, St. Peter’s Naanga Kisumu (Studied Education)
NICETA NJERU B.O.M Kiswahili and C.R.E Teacher, Njoro Boys High School (Studied Education)

MANUFACTURING, SALES & MARKETING

LORNA WANJIRA Finance Business Partner, Unilever (Studied Business Commerce)
IRENE ODIERO Customer Marketing Manager, Unilever (Studied Business Commerce)
BERNADETE KAHAN Sales Representative, Reddington (Studied Financial Engineering)
LINAH KATIKI MUSEMBI Customer Care Representative, Mkopa Solar (Studied Agricultural Economics)
BRENDA CHEPKOECH Field Sales, Bayer East Africa (Studied Agribusiness Management)
DORIS CHERONO Sales Consultant Jumia Kenya (Studied Law)
FIDELIS NG’ANG’A Insights and Research Coordinator, Grass Company (Studied Design)
GRACE KIRAGU Lubricants Sales Executive, Kenol Kobil (Studied Industrial Chemistry)
GRACE WAMBUI KANYIRI Inventory Controller, Manara Ltd. (Studied Economics and Sociology)
IRENE MAIRURA Marketing Assistant, Nestle Kenya (Studied Business Commerce)
JERITA MORAA MICHIRA Sales Executive, KCI Isuzu (Studied Business Commerce)

“...The Global Give Back Circle program nurtured me into my career and made me who I am today, that will forever be the highlight in my life.”

Hibo Hussein Lawyer, Article 19 Eastern Africa

BANKING & FINANCE

LUCY WAIRIMU NDUTA Sales Representative, Platinum Credit (Studied Banking and Finance)
HELLEN WANGECI Sales executive, Progresso’s Capital (Studied Business Commerce)
EMMA MKULA Risk Analyst, Equity Group Holdings (Studied Financial Engineering)
ANN NJAMBI Intern, Bank of Africa (Studied Business Commerce)
BETH NG’ANG’A Financial Advisor, Old Mutual (Studied Business Administration)
SHARON THUO Intern, at Amica Savings and Credit (Studied Business Administration)
CAROLINE OBAI Sales Relationship Manager, Kenya Commercial Bank Limited (Studied Economics)
CAROLINE MUTHIKE Intern, Choice Microfinance (Studied Business Commerce)
CAROLINE MACHARIA Relationship Officer, Guarantee Trust Bank (Studied Business Commerce)
EVERLYNE KIOKO Regional Manager, Cemes Microfinance Bank (Studied Hospitality Management)
EUNICE OLUOCH Finance Assistant, Kenya Community Development Foundation (Studied Business Commerce)
FRASHIER NG’ANG’A Clerk, Cooperative Bank  
(Studied Economics & Statistics)

JOAN KEMBOI Claims Administrator, ZEP-RE  
(Studied Actuarial Science with IT)

JOSINTA OTIENO Finance Intern, GIZ  
(Studied Bachelor of Arts with IT)

VERA ORETI Customer Specialist, Fidor Factory, Berlin  
(Studied Economics and International Dev)

VALENTINE NAIBEI Customer Service, Equity Bank  
(Studied Economics & Statistics)

MERCY MACHARIA Collections Officer, Okash  
(Studied Bachelor of Arts with IT)

NANCY WAINAINA Research Officer, KWFT Bank  
(Studied Economics & Statistics)

CONSTRUCTION

JOYCE WARINGA Administrator, China Construction  
(Studied Hospitality Management)

LILLIAN NYABICHA Assistant Project Manager, Dundee Consult Ltd.  
(Studied Construction Management)

LINAH KEMUNTO Assistant Quantity Surveyor, Arcon  
(Studied Quantity Surveying)

REHEMA ANINDO Assistant Quantity Surveyor, Elite Projects Consultancy Limited  
(Studied Quantity Survey)

VIOLA OBURA Project Manager Spentech Engineering  
(Studied Quantity Surveying)

MAUREEN NGENY Architect Consultant Dama Services.  
(Studied Landscape Architecture)

ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT

ROSE MURUNGI Field Officer Kikaboni Farm  
(Studied Agricultural Economics and Resource Management)

VANE AMINGA MORAA Research Assistant: Climate Change and Risk SIPRI, Sweden  
(Studied MSc. Sustainable Energy Systems)

WILKISTA ONYANGO Business Development Coordinator Solargen  
(Studied Meteorology)

TECHNOLOGY & SOFTWARE

AGNES KARONJI Software Developer, One-Step Solutions  
(Studied Computer Science)

ANN NJERI ICT Officer, ICT Authority  
(Studied Mathematics and Computer Science)

ASSumpta Muli Analytics Developer, Safaricom Ltd  
(Studied Computer Science Business)

ELENAH KIMARU Program Manager, Hyrac Tech  
(Studied Travel and Tours Management)

GRACE MURIGI ICT Intern, National Museum of Kenya  
(Studied Business, Information Technology)

JOYCE MAUNDU Office Assistant, IEBC  
(Studied Information Technology)

KHEIREN GANZEL ICT officer, IEBC Lamu County  
(Studied Information Technology)

MAUREEN KATHURE IT Solutions Architect, Safaricom Ltd.  
(Studied Computer Science)

GLICERIA WAMBUI Management Trainee, Safaricom Ltd.  
(Studied Electrical and Electronics Engineering)

MILLY MURGOR Intelligence Developer, Kenya Airways  
(Studied Informatics)

LAW

HIBO YUSUF Lawyer, Article 19 Eastern Africa  
(Studied Law, LL.B)

EMMA ONSONGO Pupillage Intern, Gakoi Maina & Co Advocates  
(Studied Law)

HULDAH MENSELE Legal Remedial Officer, NIC Bank  
(Studied Law LL.B)

WENDY MIDEVA Pupillage Intern, Katiba Institute  
(Studied Law)

UBAH KARUR Paralegal, Garane & Somane Advocates  
(Studied Law)

TRUPHENA MWaurA Company Secretary, Haki Registrars of Kang’ethe & Associates Co.  
(Studied Public Secretaries)

MIRIAM NGOLEPUS Clerical Officer, the Judiciary  
(Studied Business Commerce)

Getting the chance to do what I have always dreamed of doing is surreal. Every day I wake up energy pumped, excited to live my dream.”

Maureen Ngeny, Architect Consultant, Dama Services
ENTREPRENEURS

CONSULTING

ABIGAEL MOKUA Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Business Management)

ASMAHAN POGAL Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle India
(Studied Anthropology)

ELIZABETH OYOLE Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Human Resource Management)

FAITH NYABUTO Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied International Relations & Diplomacy)

FAITH CHEPKIROR Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Social Work & Community Dev.)

LIDEMTA IRERI Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Land Resource Planning & Management)

NAOM OGANGA Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Public Health)

PAULINE KULIMBA Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Bachelor of Arts)

ROSEMARY NJERI Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Applied Statistics & Computing)

ROSE NJENGA Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Informatics)

REGINAH WANJIRU Project Management Consultant, Global Give Back Circle
(Studied Tourism & Travel Management)

ZAINAB ADAM Project Management Consultant, Circle Group Ltd
(Studied Biotechnology)

“IT IS REMARKABLE
GETTING THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE A NEW SUNRISE EVERY MORNING, AND IT IS A REMINDER THAT I ONCE AGAIN CAN REDEFINE MY FATE AND IT IS WITH THIS IN MIND THAT I KNOW THAT I CAN BE ANYTHING I WANT TO BE.”

Winnie Tai, Poultry Farmer, Freelance Writer & Interior Designer

“TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR MEANS TO BE READY FOR UNCERTAINTIES AND LOSS BUT HAVE THE WILL TO GO BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD UNTIL YOU GET IT RIGHT.”

Reachel Nyamoita, Free-lance Writer, Lifestyle Blogger & Clothing Store Owner

BEAUTY

MENCHO CELESTINE Hair Salon Owner
(Studied Beauty Therapy)

LILIAN MNAGEI Hair Salon Owner
(Studied Health Records with ICT)

NAUM KERICH Hair Salon Owner
(Studied Environmental Science)

LUL HUSSEIN Make-Up Artist
(Studied Community & Public Health)

AGRICULTURE & NUTRITION

ANNE CHEGE Farmer
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

MIRIAM NARASHA Poultry farmer
(Studied Stores and Supplies Management)

LUCY MWANGI Farmer
(Studied Business Commerce)

BUSINESS COMMERCE

ANASTACIA KALAMU Small Business Owner
(Studied Hotel Management and Catering)

BETTY WANJA Owns Agro Vet Shop
(Studied Education Arts)

CENTRINE KHAENDI Textile Designer
(Studied Clothing Textile and Interior Designs)

CHARITY GRANTON Owns a Boutique
(Studied Front Office and Administration)

ELISIPHA NGUGI Construction Materials Supplier
(Studied Journalism and Mass Communication)
ESTHER SIMBA Money Transfer Agent and Cyber Cafe Owner
(Studied Computer Science and Technology)

GLORIA MWAKUNI Shop Owner
(Studied Management)

LINDA MWANGO Small Business Owner
(Studied Information Technology)

ESTHER LOSIWARENG Small Business Owner
(Studied Health Records with ICT)

WINNIE TAI Poultry Farmer, Freelance Writer and Interior Designer
(Studied Business Management)

GLORIA MWAKUNI Shop Owner
(Studied Management)

LINDA MWANGO Small Business Owner
(Studied Information Technology)

ESTHER LOSIWARENG Small Business Owner
(Studied Health Records with ICT)

WINNIE TAI Poultry Farmer, Freelance Writer and Interior Designer
(Studied Business Management)

COMMUNICATIONS

CECILIA OCHIENG Digital Marketer
(Studied Construction Management)

FAITH NYAMBURA Freelance Writer
(Studied Business Information Technology)

GEORGINA KYALO Freelance Writer
(Studied Food Nutrition and Dietetics)

IRENE MWEI Freelance Writer
(Studied Economics and Statistics)

JACINTA MUSYIMI Freelance Writer
(Studied Business Commerce)

JACINTA MUNGITI Freelance Writer
(Studied Business Commerce)

MERCY KANYI Freelance Writing, Transcription and Search Engine Optimization
(Studied Hospitality Management)

REACHEL NYAMOITA Freelance Writer, Lifestyle Blogger and Clothing Store Owner
(Studied Entomology and Parasitology)
“The postgraduate journey has been one of the most challenging, yet most enlightening phases of my life. As an upcoming Scientist, I look forward to using the skills I have gained in making an impact in global health research.”

Faith Lutomia
Mastercard Foundation Scholar
Masters Student, MSc (Med) in Medical Microbiology
University of Cape Town.

BERYL OKINYO Pursuing a Bachelor’s in Special Needs, Kenyatta University
(Studied P1 Education)

CAROLINE MARWA Pursuing a Bachelor’s Degree in Community Development and Social Work.
(Studied Diploma, Community Dev. & Social work)

CHRISTABEL SIMIYU Pursuing a Bachelors of Education
(Studied Diploma, Mass Communication)

EMMACULATE MATEE Pursuing a Masters in Economics in Uppsala, Sweden
(Studied Economics & Statistics)

FAITH LUTOMIA Pursuing a Master’s of Science at the University of Cape Town.
(Studied Microbiology)

GRACE MWANZA Pursuing a Bachelor’s in Technology Applied Statistics, at the Technical University of Kenya.
(Studied Diploma, Technology & Applied Statistics)

JECINTA WANGECHI Pursuing CPA at Vision Institute of Professional Studies
(Studied CPA)

JOYCE NYAWIRA Pursuing a Master’s Degree in Finance & Accounting
(Studied Business Commerce)

VERA ORETI Pursuing a Master’s in International Development in Germany.
(Studied Economics)

LYNDA WAMERE Pursuing a Master’s Degree on Nuclear Science in the University of Nairobi.
(Studied Chemical & Plant Engineering)

"As a process engineer, I get to work with different departments within the bank to streamline operations and reduce inefficiencies. That way, more people can enjoy and benefit from the financial services offered. I'm happy to be in a field where I can apply what I learnt and build a strong technical foundation."

Sylvia Mwangi
Mastercard Foundation Scholar
Industry Engineer, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

PHOEBE AKINYI Pursuing a Bachelor’s of Business Management at Mount Kenya University.
(Studied Business Science)

SHEILA KARIAGA Pursuing a Masters in Applied Mathematics at the University of Nairobi.
(Studied BSc. Mathematics)

MERCY MUTUKI, Pursuing a Bachelor’s in Law at Mount Kenya University.
(Studied Diploma in Law)

JANE AKINYI AKURA, Pursuing an Honours Degree in Civil Engineering, Water Resource Engineering, University of Pretoria.

PAULA OCHIEL Pursuing a Master’s Degree MDP at UC Berkeley

VERONICA THUO Pursuing a Master’s in Agricultural Information & Communication Management.
(Studied BSc. Agriculture)

MAUREEN KOMBO Pursuing a Master’s Degree in Water and Coastal Management in Italy Erasmus Mundus “Master’s Student at Alma Mater Studiorum - Università di Bologna, Italy.
(Studied Environmental Science)
Asmahan Pogal, Program Manager, Global Give Back Circle India
(Studied Anthropology at University of Nairobi)
PARTNERS

Scholarships

USAID
ATE Bank
Angel Investors
Deloitte
Standard Chartered Bank
Equity Bank
Aqua Agencies
Yahya Family Trust
Andela
KPMG East Africa
Mastercard Foundation
Isuzu East Africa
Rhino Cement Foundation
Surgipharm Ltd
ZEP-RE Reinsurance
Monsanto Fund
Microsoft
Shah Ranmal Raja Trust
Individual Donors
Victoria Commercial Bank Charitable Trust
T. Rowe Price
Apple
Morgan Stanley
Cisco
Google

Internships

Equity Bank
Ecolab
KPMG East Africa
Total
Deloitte
Monsanto
Surgipharm Ltd
Diamond Trust Bank
Standard Chartered Bank
YALI
Johnson & Johnson
ZEP-RE Reinsurance
USAID

Mentorship

Amiran Kenya
KPMG East Africa
Barclays
Equity Bank
USAID
Microsoft
Gates Foundation
ZEP-RE Reinsurance
Mastercard Foundation
YALI
Twitter
Standard Chartered Bank
Ernst & Young
Citibank
Intel
Deloitte
PwC
Proctor & Gamble
USAID
USDA
T. Rowe Price
ICEA Lion
Safaricom
Safari Park Hotel
Sarova Hotel
Isuzu East Africa
Cisco
Google
Apple
Total
Andela
Syngenta
Safaricom Foundation

Others

Liquid Telecom - Internet at Starehe Girls' Centre
Eaton Electrical Ltd - Give Back Awards
Citibank - Mentor Events & Life-Skills Workshop
PwC - Mentor Events
ZEP-RE Reinsurance - Mentor Events
PwC - Mentor Events
Ford Foundation - Leadership Conference
Microsoft - ICT Lab
Oracle Edge Consulting - Life-Skills Training
Safaricom Foundation - ICT Lab
Safaricom - Mentor Events
Sarova Hotels - Accommodation
KPMG East Africa - Mentor Events & ICT Lab
Andela - Life-Skills Workshops
USAID - Life-Skills Workshops